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How to scan for MACD crossover today and below the zero
line?

Hi folks- Sure would appreciate your showing me how to scan for:

(1) MACD (12,26,9) had a bullish crossover today -and-

(2) ...this crossover occurred below the centerline (zero)

Thanks a lot!

macd  crossover

Pick "Bullish MACD Crossover" from the dropdown menu under Advanced Scan Workbench.

Drew you can write both phrases in the standard scan engine. Like dreamtalk demonstrated the crossover from the
pulldown menu and the MACD under 0 by writing MACD is <= constant and define constant as 0. It will show as this

Daily MACD Line(12,26,9) for today is less than or equal to 0
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(Nov 25 '12 at 17:44)Drew

Thanks dreamtalk- very helpful. My new scan is working great!

Hi Windsurf- I appreciate your help! Best wishes-
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